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CRF NEWSLETTER
Volume 39, NO.1
established 1973
Send all articles and reports for submission to:
William Payne, Editor
wm@harbhippo.com
11023 N. Auden Circle, Missouri City, TX 77459
The CRF Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the Cave
Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of Kentucky for the purpose of
furthering research, conservation, and education about caves
and karst.
Newsletter Submissions & Deadlines:
Original articles and photographs are welcome. If intending
to jointly submit material to another publication, please inform the CRF editor. Publication cannot be guaranteed, especially if submitted elsewhere. All material is subject to
revision unless the author specifically requests otherwise.
For timely publication, please observe these deadlines:
February issue by December I
May issue by March I
August issue by June I
November issue by September I
Before submitting material, please see publication
guidelines at: www.cave-research.org
NEWSLETTER STAFF:
Content Editor: William Payne, wm@harbhippo.com
Layout/Photos: Ralph Earlandson, rearland@uchicago.,'du
Mailing: Bob Hoke, bob@rhoke.net
(!J2011 Cave Research Foundation
Cave Research Foundation Board of Directors
President - Scott House, scott_house@semo.nct
Vice President - Charles Fox, charles.dJox@sbcglobal.nct
Treasurer - Bob Hoke, bob@rhoke.net
Secretary - Bernie Szukalski, bszukalski@esrLcom
Hamilton Valley Director - Pat Kambesis
George Crothers, Joel Despain, Joyce Hoffmaster, John
Lovaas, Steve Ormeroid, Pat Seiser, Diana Tomchick
Operations Council
Barbe Barker (Guadalupes), Mick Sutton (Ozarks).
Pat Helton & Bruce Rogers (Lava Beds), Dave West
(Eastern), John Tinsley (Sequoia/Kings Canyon)
For information about the CRF contact:
Scott House
1606 Luce St.
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701-5208
phone 573-651-3782
scott _ house@semo.net
Donations to CRF should be sent to:
Bob Hoke, CRF Treasurer
6304 Kaybro St.
Laurel, MD 20707-2621
bob@rhoke.net

New Fellowships and Certificates of
Merit
The following
Meeting:

were

awarded

at the CRF Annual

Ozark Operations:
Ben Miller - Fellow. Ben has mapped hundreds of caves in the Ozarks and helped on a
number of CRF projects.
Jim Cooley - Fellow. Jim has been very active, finding and mapping caves and leading the
effort on several CRF cave-gating
projects.
Roy Gold - Fellow. Roy has helped out for
the last several years, leading survey parties to
agency caves, as well as collecting
cave location data and photographs.
Tony Schmitt - Fellow. Tony has worked on
numerous survey trips for many years and
drafted a number as well.
Carolyn Johnson
& Philip Johnson
- Merit.
The Johnson's
are former cavers who camp managed an entire week long expedition
for the
building of a cave gate.
Charley
Young - Merit. In addition
to helping with survey and restoration
trips, metalworker Charley constructed
key components
of
the Round Spring Cave gate and restoration
sign
stanchions.
Kayla New - MeriJ ... Kayla has stepped
in and
led a number of Buffalo NR expeditions
and has
drawn up several cave maps for that project.
California/SEKI
Operations:
Elaine Garvey - Fellow. Elaine established
a
CRF fund for research
support and has been an
active participant
in the Lilburn project for
some years.
Eastern Operations/Hamilton
Valley:
Harry (Buz) Grover - Fellow. Buz is a longtime camp manager for the operation and is justifiably renowned for his expedition
cooking
skills.
Matt Goska - Fellow. Matt has led survey
parties, drafted maps, and performed many other
thankless tasks for several years.
Dawn Ryan - Fellow. Dawn is an expedition
and trip leader and has helped on a number of
projects in several states.
John Lovaas - Fellow. John has participated
in Mammoth Cave trips, led expeditions,
works
on a number of other projects in several states
and maintains the CRF website.
John Fei! - Merit. John has done oustanding
work both in maintaining
the Hamilton
Valley
facility
but also in designing
and coordinating
the effort to build a new archives structure.
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From the President:
CRF Board Meeting: Our Mission, Projects and Operations
By: Scott House
The annual
the

Ozark

CRF Board

National

Scenic

Meeting

took

Riverways

place

at

headquar-

ters in Van Buren, MO on October 22, followed
the next day by the CRF members
meeting.
A prime discussion
item was the mission
of
CRF and how we define our projects
and operations, which had really never been done before.
With the advent
of WNS.
it is more important
than
cave

ever for our partner
agencies
to justify
research
and management
activities.
Addi-

tionally,

the federal

government

is wishing

to

lent

leadership

of Barbe

Barker,

such

as helping

support

the cost

a new agreement
with the NPS.
by early next year this operation

Within the last couple of years CRF has signed
new agreements
with Cumberland
Gap NHP,
Buffalo NR, and Ozark NSR. New agreements

business.

with

Kings

NP will

cave

Canyon
management

ing the need,
such

Lava Beds NM and MamA new agreement
with Sequoia-

written

plan

be written

the CRF board
agreements

once

is completed.

moved

an NPS
Recogniz-

to require

of its operations

area.

Na-

of general

in-

surance
and newsletter
costs
for all members
and fellows
in a broad geographic
area. Projects
will only be responsible
for direct
newsletter
costs
for project
participants.
Currently,
one of our operations,
Lava Beds,
is in a state of suspension
until we can complete

formalize
"more and more of the informal
agreements that many of us have used over the years.

are in process
moth Cave NP.

or Mojave

tional
Preserve,
where
Bern Szukalski
has been
working
with the management
for some years.
Operations
also have different
requirements,

Stay

tuned

Meanwhile,
agreements
with
the U.S. Forest
are in the hands

for news

More than likely
will be back in
on this

front.

CRF is working
on new national
the National
Park Service and
Service.
Currently
drafts of each
of upper level agency manag-

ers.

George Crothers
is doing an outstanding
job
of coordinating
our grants program.
In 2010

projects
require
such -precise
definition.
Often,
very good projects
are undertaken
or continued
with volunteer
agreements
or even informal
"handshake"
agreements
with landowners
or
land management
agencies.
In order to remain

there were fourteen
submissions
of which
five
were funded.
Naturally,
the current
poor investing climate
limits
our ability
to fund as much or
as many as we would
like but the board is determined to continue
the grant program
at about
the same level as this year.
On another
matter,
we have to remind
every-

flexible

one to be careful

At the same

time,

the board

and provide

realized

the necessary

that

not all

support

for

projects
and operations
the board defined
the
difference
between
formal
operations
areas and
less-formal
projects
of a smaller
nature.

This

flexibility

will

allow

CRF members

who wish to undertake
projects
the opportunity
to do so under the CRF umbrella,
either
under a
larger operations
area or independently
of an
operation.
Generally,
operations
areas are wideranging
such as Ozark Operations,
which
con~
sists of a number
of active
projects
from eastern
Missouri
to northwestern
Arkansas.
However,
we also have independent
projects
such as
Carlsbad
Caverns,
continuing
under the excel-

Cover Photo
CRF 2010 board meeting at Ozark National
Scenic Riverways
headquarters.
From left to right:
Front row: Scott House, Diana Tomchick,
Joyce
Hoffmaster,
and Bob Hoke. Standing:
George
Crothers,
John Lovaas,
Pat Kambesis,
Dave
West, Mick Sutton, Charles
Fox, Pat Seiser,
Steve Ormero id, and Ed Klausner.
Photo by
Patti House.

about

posting

cave

photo-

graphs
or publicity
on your personal
Facebook
page.
Agencies
are very sensitive
about this
kind of extraneous
publicity,
especially
given
the WNS situation
and our agreements
that re-

quire agency coordination
on any kind of publicity. Be sure that you check with your project
or operations
of information
The board

manager
before
posting
any kind
about CRF works
or trips.
also passed
a policy
concerning

the use of space at Hamilton
Valley and another
establishing
an archives
policy, all in preparation for the new building.
Thanks go to those
who have worked on making this new facility
a
reality,
particularly
Roger McClure
and John
Fie I.
We took pride in awarding
certificates
of
merit and fellowships
to a number of our deserving members.
And Ozarks Operations
recognized CRF fellow George Bilbrey for his 50
years

of service

country.
The Board
tion

for one

the resignation

to this

organization

re-elected
more

year

•

the present
and reluctantly

of director

Pat Seiser

and his

administraaccepted

who

is
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taking on new projects and responsibilities
in
New Mexico.
The members'
meeting was the next day at
the Ozark Riverways
headquarters.
The morning
session consisted
of lots of posters and maps,
powered
by doughnuts
and coffee. Participants
from II states enjoyed mingling,
gawking
and
talking about projects,
results,
and good memories. In the afternoon
we recognized
our new
fellows and members.
This was followed
by a
number of interesting
presentations.
Riverways
superintendent
Reed Detring
explained
the
status of the new General Management
Plan. Jim
Cooley had a nice presentation
on two CRF gating projects:
Round Spring and Kelley Hollow
Caves. I gave a spiel on Ozark Riverways
cave
management.
Joe Sikorski
and Joel Laws told

and showed us all about their exciting
Concolor
Cave survey project.
The outstanding
NPS/CRF/
Springfield
Plateau Grotto restoration
project
was the topic of a nice presentation
by Jon
Beard. Ben Miller and Bob Lerch gave an outstanding
tag-team
talk on hydrologic
studies at
Carroll Cave, one of Missouri's
longest systems; these guys are naturals at making complex
situations
completely
understandable.
This was all followed
by a nice meal at a
local barbecue
joint and the national
expedition
beginning
the next day. Good times, great fellowship!
I look forward to seeing CRF members
at
next year's annual meeting at Mammoth Cave in
November
of 2011. Hopefully
you will see me at
some projects during the coming year.

CRF National Expedition, October 24-29,2010
By: Scott House
The CRF National
Expedition
to the Ozark
National Scenic Riverways
began the day after
the CRF annual meeting.
The objectives
of the
expedition
were to survey new caves, field
check for more new caves, and monitor a number of priority caves. The monitoring
is necessary due to a) visitation
concerns,
b) protection
of resources,
and c) to .continue building up biological baseline information.
Objectives
were
all approved in advance in coordination
with the
National
Park Service.
Additional
objectives
also existed on nearby Forest Service lands.
Sunday,
October
24:
A large group took a tour of karst sites. We
began at Big Spring near Van Buren (one of the
nation's
largest springs).
We then went to Alley
Spring which flows 80 mgpd, looked at the entrances of some small caves, and then had a
guided tour of the interior
of the Alley Roller
Mill, led by interpretive
ranger Bill O'Donnell.
Later, after stopping
by Powder Mill Research
Center to drop off gear, the group went to
nearby Blue Spring which is one of Missouri's
deepest springs, and then enjoyed a tour of
Banker Cave, led by owner Randy Long.
Meanwhile,
three survey parties headed to
Concolor Cave, located just outside (and partially under) the park. This is an independent
MSS project
which CRF supports.
The parties
included
Joe Sikorski,
Ben Miller, Joel Laws,
Dan Lamping,
Bob Lerch, Josh Brewer, Tony
Schmitt,
Kayla New, and Mike and Natalia
Tennant.
Monday,
October
25:
Mick Sutton took Elizabeth
Soilikki
to several USFS caves

Miller and Taru
for biological

survey. (Taru is a backpacker
who wandered
into camp, was fascinated
by what we were doing, and ended up going along.) Most of the rest
of the camp headed to the Blue Spring (Jacks
Fork) area where they split up into several
crews. Matt Gaska, Joyce Hoffmaster
and Andy
Free monitored a number of caves, including
one where someone had apparently been residing recently.
This was made possible
by a little
canoe work. Ed Klausner, Karen Willmes,
and
Diana Tomchick
also utilized a canoe and surveyed a short bit in Baptizing
Ho Ie Triangle
Cave and helped monitor two other Baptizing
Hole Caves. Another canoe crew of Jim Cooley
and Ken Walsh first worked with the preceding
crew and then went off and monitored
several
nearby short caves. Meanwhile,
Scott House,
Dave West, Bob Hoke and Steve Ormeroid
drove
a short distance
away and then hiked to the Five
Fingers area where they monitored about 10
Clockwise
from upper left: George Bilbrey receives plaque for 50 years of service.
By Patti
House.
Jim Cooley and Diana Tomchick monitoring Baptizing
Hole Cave. By Ken Walsh.
Karen Willmes and Joyce Hoffmaster
move
along the Current River. By Ed Klausner.
Another defeat for temperance:
at the banquet, Jon
Beard admonishes
fellow
CRF'ers for their
profligate
behavior.
Clockwise
from left: Joel
Laws, Ben Miller, Bob Lerch, Dan Lamping,
Jon
Beard, Josh Brewer,
Tony Schmitt,
Pat Seiser,
and Diana Tomchick.
By Palli House.
Mick Sutton bags detritus
during a biological
survey on
a Mark Twain National
Forest Cave. By Diana
Tornchick.
Elizabeth
Miller and Scali House
survey in Daveys Hollow Cave. By Ed Klausner.
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caves, surveyed one new one, and then went on
with the canoe trailer to Bacher Landing
to pick
up the other crews. While there, they searched
for new caves, finding two and surveying
one of
them.
Tuesday,
October
26:
Mick Sutton and Diana Tomchick
went to
another
pair of USFS caves for biological
inventory and monitoring
purposes.
Dave West,
Steve Ormeroid,
and Bob Hoke returned
to
Bacher Landing
where they began surveying
a
new cave, Round Blue Hole Cave. Eventually
some of the party wouldn't
fit so they made
good use of time by monitoring
several other
nearby caves. Scott House accompanied
an NPS
enforcement
ranger to the cave with the habitation evidence.
The NPS is following
up, since
the habitant
left behind an address.
Bob Osburn,
Ed Klausner,
and Elizabeth
Miller monitored
the
best part of Bunker Hill Cave, noting recent
visitation
despite the closure
order. They also
surveyed one new small cave and monitored another nearby short cave. Matt Gaska, Joyce
Hoffmaster,
and Karen Willmes monitored
several caves, including
large-mouthed
Meeting
House Cave, surveyed several smaller ones, and
started a survey of yet another. Jim Cooley and
Ken Walsh finished
(perhaps)
the survey of
Baptizing
Hole Triangle
Cave.
Lastly, Jerry
Wagner and Andy Free kayaked
down the Current River, relocating
and monitoring
one new
cave and searched for another.

Friday,
October
29:
Mick Sulton and Sue Hagan inventoried
one
cave on USFS land, surveyed
another
for several
hundred
feet and also monitored
it. On the upper Jacks Fork River again, Dave West, Karen
Willmes and Joyce Hoffmaster
continued
the
survey of Round Blue Hole Cave for several
hundred
more feet. Scott House, Ed Klausner,
and Elizabeth
Miller surveyed
nearby Daveys
Hollow Cave for 300ft. Jim Cooley and Matt
Goska monitored a bat cave, measuring summer
guano and maintaining
the lock on the gate.
They finished
by finding a new cave up a nearby
ho Ilow but did not enter it due to having unclean gear.
Results included over 50 monitoring
visits,
several new caves found, about ten caves surveyed (completely
or partially),
and a good time
was had by all.

Wednesday,
October
27:
Most of the camp went on a canoe float
down the upper portion of the Current River.
Along the way, one new cave was surveyed,
one
known cave was surveyed,
about 10 caves were
monitored,
entrance photos were taken, and several areas were searched for new caves with
mixed results. Participants
included Bob Osburn, Dave West, Karen Willmes,
Matt Gaska,
Joyce Hoffmaster,
Elizabeth
Miller, Ed Klausner, Steve Ormeroid,
Jerry Wagner,
Scott and
Patti House along with Wesley and Emma. Jim
Cooley ran the canoe shuttle for the group.
Thursday,
October
28:
Ed Klausner
and Elizabeth
Miller monitored
Liberty School Cave and Prairie Hollow Cave
and thoroughly
enjoyed
a hike in the scenic Precambrian knobs areas. A group of Jim Cooley,
Dave West, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Karen Willmes
and Matt Gaska canoed another stretch of the
Current River, monitoring
several high-priority
caves.

Top:
Over 50 people attended the member's
meeting on Saturday.
By Patti House.
Bottom:
Enjoying
the warm weather,
a "shoulder-less
buddy" joins the monitoring
crew. By Ed Klausner.
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LEWIS FORD CAVE
Ozark National Scenic Riverways
Shannon County, Missouri
SHN-494
Surveyed by
Scott House
Ed Klausner
Elizabeth Miller
Jerry Wagner
of
CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
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Edmund Turner, Roots in the Park, Mammoth Cave National Park, KY
November 12-13, 2010
By: Preston Forsythe
This year's annual event "Roots in the Park" featured
the life of Edmund Turner, June 1876-May
19 I 7. Edmund Turner is credited
with opening
Dossey Domes Cave on the north side of Green River
opposite
the Historic
Entrance
to Mammoth
Cave and for opening Great Onyx Cave.
On Friday night there was a panel discussion
with Dr. Stan Sides, Roger Brucker,
Fred Douglas
and
Norman
Warnell.
Each panel member presented
his research
on Edmund Turner to the audience
of
40. On Saturday
morning
Ranger Dave Spence led a hike to the home place of Charlotte
and Stephen
Bishop.
In the afternoon
we assembled
at the Mammoth
Cave Baptist Church Cemetery.
Fred Douglas's quest and scholarship
for 20 years has been to research
Edmund Turner's
life and to place a
new granite
tombstone
at the grave previously
marked only with a small stone. It was an emotional
moment when Fred unveiled
Edmund Turner's
new monument.
It is inscribed:
Edmund

June,
And

1876

May,

1917

Early Cave Explorer
Friend
of Floyd Collins

Opened
Dossey
Opened Great
That evening rangers
derful way to end the
Hotel, and Mammoth
ston.
(Photo of Fred

Turner

Domes Cave
Onyx Cave

Jackie Wheet and Autumn led a tour of Great Onyx Cave. The tour was a wonweekend.
We want to thank Greg Davis, the manager
of the Mammoth
Cave
Cave National
Park. A detailed
version of the weekend
is available
from PreDouglas
and the new Edmund Turner monument
taken by Stan Sides.--ed.)

b"l1

E"rlyC~~e"'pIO''''
froent1 01 Floycl Collins

Op~ned Dossey ODmesCa~"
Opened c;r'lal Ony. C:wc
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Modoc National Forest CRF Cave Survey Project
By: Bill Broeckel
The Queen of Hearts Ice Cave survey was
finished just in time.
More on that unusual
lava cave later.
But what do J mean, "just in
time"?
Well, word carne in from my contact
at the district
office that they are encouraging
us to stay on the surface until they put something together
in response
to White Nose Syndrome, which as you already know, can decimate entire populations
of hibernating
bats. That pretty much puts our little map project into a state of limbo with an undefined
end.
point.
"Encouraged"
is not exactly the same
as absolutely
stay out no matter what," but we
want to be cooperative
with our agency,
so what to do now?
One thing is to continue
to obtain GPS data
on cave entrances
for GIS purposes.
The
desired
format is NAD 83. With nearly 100
caves on the project,
surveyed
or unsurveyed,
just tracking
down all the entrances
is quite a
task.
Remember,
a year ago we had an FS
temp helping out, and did a lot of caves.
But
there are still quite a few strays scattered

around.
Here are some more evasive
cently captured
by GPS in 2010:

caves

August 2: Dusty Hole, Roly Poly
October
8: Coyote,
Cracker,
Enchanted
October
10: La Boca, Pit & Pendulum
November
2: Yellowjacket
Ice

re-

Piper

La Boca was an especially
satisfactory
accomplishment,
because
we didn't really know
where it was exactly.
Thankfully,
we were
fortunate to have Bill Devereaux
personally
lead
us directly
to the right spot.
That made it much
easier, since Devereaux
is the one who filled
out the original
recon card on the cave.
Winter is here early this year, with Thanksgiving snow closing
lots of roads already.
We are hunkered
down and awaiting
the local
take on the WNS response.
Maybe there
will be more time for other stuff, like writing
things for newsletters.
We are keeping
our
fingers crossed,
and our caving gear nice and
clean.
But we are not holding
our breath
on this one. Yoga is sort of like caving ...

Field Activities at Lilburn Cave and Redwood Canyon, Spring/Early Summer 2010
By: John Tinsley, Marek Cichanski, Bill Frantz, Mark Scott and a cast of dozens
Since 1976, the Sequoia and King's Canyon
have convened
a project
meeting on the second
or third Saturday
in January,
in order to select
expedition
leaders,
to set the calendar,
and to
formulate
the research
agenda spanning
the remainder
of the calendar
year. Mother Nature's
spies are everywhere,
or so it seems.
And one
(or more) of them seems to have been attending
our organizational
meetings,
because
major
storms unerringly
have attacked
California
and
the southern
Sierra Nevada on dates that correspond to our expedition
schedule.
A casual
check shows that during the past 5 years, 90%
of the January-April
expeditions
were canceled/
rescheduled
owing to inclement
weather.
This year, 2010, was no exception
to recently established
historical
patterns.
The winter storms delivered
about 50% more than normal precipitation,
including
several
impressive
icing storms,
and not only drowned
a 3-year
relative
drought,
but icing storms toppled
numerous trees in the 5,200-foot
elevation
range
at the Lilburn Field Station.
One such tree, a
white fir about 25-30 inches in diameter
at

breast height that also supported
the northeast
aspect of Will Heltsley's
Woodshed
(herein
informally
named for its chief architect
and principal engineer),
toppled
onto the cabin and
shoved the woodshed
and the subjacent
woodpile toward the cabin, cratering
all but the cabin
(See Figure I and Figure 2). Discovered
during
the early May expedition
led by Paul Nelson,
the miracle was that the tree landed parallel
to
the slope of the roof, thus its mass was spread
across the entire eastern
aspect of the cabin's
roof. The tree did not strip away the stovepipe
or the fireplace
chimney,
but it did hit hard
enough to snap off the top 20 feet of the tree,
which then continued
to fall the rest of the distance to the ground.
But we've gotten slightly
ahead of the story.
The May 16 expedition
mustered
at Quail
Flat, a parking area and trail head at an important road junction
along the Generals
Highway
where an unpaved
county road extends
south
and switchbacks
down hill to the Redwood
Canyon trailhead
at Redwood
Mountain
Saddle.
Lingering berms of snow left by successions
of
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reading about it, Facebooking
(God forbid) my
fellow caving
friends,
and knowing
in my heart
that I plan to return to Kentucky
again and
again for as long as I'm able.
Look at people
like Roger Brucker,
still caving and surveying
and he's eighty years old!
I realized
after this expedition
that when I'm
at home in northern
Illinois
(yes, in the suburbs
of Chicago)
that my eyes gravitate
toward the
lusher, greener areas around here.
I've been
doing that for a few years.
Believe
it or not,
there are A LOT of places like that around me.
Also, I've found it's not nearly as flat as some
people's
perceptions
of the area are. The farther you drive away from the lake, the less pancake-like
the land becomes.
The city itself is
far, far away from me. Kentucky,
though it may
be further away in distance,
is much closer to
where I live according
to my soul.
On the evening
of the day I arrived
for the
July expedition,
the oppressively
hot and thick
air was broken by a thunderstorm.
We were
standing

under

the

overhang

outside

the

main

building,
watching
the downpour,
when all of a
sudden the loudest and brightest
crash of thunder and lightning
I'd ever experienced
interrupted our talking.
I jumped (and I think
squeaked
... why am I admitting
this?), nearly
bowling
into Kayla New.
Paul McMullen
said

and Karen Willmes,
also small in stature,
had
declined
to push it.
Onward we went to the beginning
of the
Stairway
Crawl.
There used to be a staircase
heading down a pit where the crawl begins,
hence

the

name,

but it's

long

gone.

Tom

had us

head down the lower of two cracks in the pit.
We crawled
and scrambled
through the passage.
It was very tight, even requiring
helmets off a
few times.
I was doubtful
that Tom would be
able to follow.
He ended up taking the route
above us, via the upper crack.
This was dubbed
the boys' way, whereas we had traversed
the
girls' way. At the final tight push before being
dumped out in a pit, I first watched
Shannon
squeeze through.
Looking back, I don't know
why I didn't second-guess
myself fitting,
because she had to fight it a bit to get through.
But,

without

a moment's

hesitation,

I took

off

my helmet and followed.
Luckily I did make it!
Kayla, who had been helping Tom, came
through
a little while later.
Shannon and I poked around trying to find a
sizable passage
leading back up out of the pit.
There were
that I tried

two possibilities.
A small window
several
times,
concluding
with Tom

trying to pull me through
by my arms (obviously
by then he had found the easier route onward).
It was

a no go for me,

but Shannon

had success.

that strike
couldn't
have been more than two
hundred
feet away from us. Amazing!
The
storm continued
to rumble
for awhile
after that

Then Kayla passed me. going up a tight canyon
nearby, a channel I had pushed into a couple

and the lightning

Much talk happened
that evening over possible trips for Friday, followed
by a bout of chair
squeezing
activities.
Kayla and I were excited
at the prospect
of caving together
for the first

She made it up so I knew that was the way I'd
have to follow.
I am a little larger than she is,
but this was compounded
by the fact that I was
wearing coveralls.
After getting hung up at my
pelvic area for the third time, I finally gave up,
dropped
back down into a small room and an-

time.

grily

had another

Due

bolt

was beautiful,
come

to weather

that

but we never

close.

predictions,

wet

suit

trips

weren't
going to happen.
We ended up going to
Great Onyx with Tom Brucker and Shannon
Mathey to tackle what has become known as the
"Brandi on the rocks" passage
because
a girl
about Kayla and my size had gotten stuck for
six hours in that spot
ing been there before,

earlier
in the week.
I couldn't
believe

Havit was-

n't possible
to get through.
Now, she did get
through,
but had trouble doing so and also had
trouble getting back.
We decided to poke
around
in that squeeze
before
continuing
on to
our true objective
which
was to continue
the
resurvey
of the Stairway
Crawl.
Shannon,
a

tiny person roughly
old had no problem

the size of a thirteen
year
getting through,
but Kayla

times,

but had forgone

declared

the

to try the

coveralls

window

were

again.

coming

off

(the first time I've ever had to do so!). Clad in
my flame-covered
proto-tights,
peach-colored
polypro top, and cave surveying
bra, I wiggled
back up and made
joining
my friends!
survey
work.

On Saturday,
three

interns

from

it to the top of the canyon,
From there we did some

Shannon
the

brought

Park

Service.

with her
Three

teams were dispatched
to Bedquilt:
John
Delong, Tom Brucker,
Rick Olson, Shannon
Mathey, Nathan Brucker,
Tomoya Lamberson,
Matt Giljahn,
Sam Sterman,
and me. After a
warm, bugs-in-the-face
forty-five
minute
hike
along a thorny,
log-strewn
trail we arrived
at
the entrance,
and were greeted
with a breezy
reprieve
of lovely,
cool air.
From there I fol-

and I opted not to push it, even though
we were
nearly
certain
it was doable.
The reason
being
we hadn't
begun our real survey
yet and didn't

lowed John in. The entrance
cally becomes
a belly crawl

want to spoil the whole day by potentially
getting stuck.
And also, both Joyce Hoffmaster

cave's
gate
"meanders".

to Bedquilt
right away.

is set back past the first
Once in the main cave,

basiThe

few
we hiked

at
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a leisurely pace, stopping a few times for Tom
to tell us interesting
stories about Bedquilt,
which is the setting for the very first interactive
adventure
game on a computer,
called Adventure. It's now more commonly
known as The
Colossal
Cave Adventure
Game.
Bedquilt
has probably
the most exposure
that I've been a party to so far with the CRF.
There was a lot of down climbing,
climbing,
and
traversing
above the floor.
It was challenging
and sometimes
unnerving,
but great fun! I am
embarrassed
to admit some of it was out of my
comfort
zone, but I am proud that I stuck with
it! I was intimately
aware of where I would
place each foot and hand, making sure my holds
were secure or the wall wasn't too slick.
Our
first climb down was at the entrance
to the 1871
Passage A.K.A. the Hall of the Mists room.
We
basically
had to use our feet and butts to inch
down until we could reach lower holds to complete the drop.
It was in this room then that
Tom first talked about the Adventure
game and
his early experiences
with Bedquilt.
Things got really interesting
after we
climbed
up a ladder out of the pit room into the
T survey, where a large canyon passage followed, called the Gypsum Mine.
Before the
Park was established,
gypsum mining occurred
here. Then we came to a climb that was pretty
tricky to get up into.
John, Shannon,
and Tomoya left us here to go on to their survey area.
We didn't
see them again until after we arrived
back at HV because we were about I Y2 hours
late.
I watched
a couple people head up and
then took my turn.
It's difficult
to describe,
but I remember the hard part was that the ho Ids
were above where they would've
been easy to
get to. And then at the top of the climb, one
has to turn sideways
to inch into a crack in the
wall.
On the way out, both Sam and I jumped to
get back down, which is a big no-no in caving,
but with Tom's blessing,
was really the best
way to do it in this situation.
Those who were
taller were able to down climb.
The subsequent
narrow passage was a mix of
walking
on and traversing
above the floor.
The
passage doesn't
have, but desperately
needs, a
good name!
At the beginning
of the F survey,
Tom left Rick, Matt, and me to take his crew off
to their survey area.
A notable
feature of this
area is a tic tac toe board ... wonder ho\\' long
that took to form! Our objective
was to resurvey the F survey.
We had been mistakenly
under the impression
that we needed to go to the
bottom of a pit to start it. There were two ways
down, though both required
the cable ladder and
for safety, a belay line.
Rick rigged the ladder
and the rope (Matt and I helped, but neither of
us know knots very well).
I volunteered
to

climb down first and see if the lead led back to
the main pit.
Rick tied the belay line around me, and I
crawled over to the top of the cable ladder.
This cable ladder was about 5 inches wide, with
each rung about 8 inches apart. In order to keep
the ladder from swinging,
one is supposed
to
alternate how each foot is placed on the rungs.
On one rung, your toes go in first. One the next
rung, you wrangle with the ladder to get your
leg around it so you can put your heel in. It can
be exhaustingly
frustrating,
especially
never
having done it before.
At the bottom of the pit,
there were three passages
leading away. The
one that seemed to head back toward the main
pit I followed.
I climbed
up a short wall,
squeezed
through
a crack and popped out on a
ledge about eight feet from the floor of the
other pit. There wasn't
a good way to climb
down so I went back and up the cable ladder.
After we rigged the main pit, which was
about twenty-five
feet deep, Matt and I went
down first.
Then we belayed
Rick down from
the bottom.
There are technically
four passages
out of this pit. The ledge I had been in previously, a small passage
near the floor at one end
of the room, and two nearly impassable
cracks,
one near the small passage and the other around
a corner at the other end of the pit. The small
passage was the most promising,
seeing as we
soon discovered
another pit after a very short
crawl.
Rick took the belay line in and it was
long enough to give us support
down to the bottom of the next pit. Only Rick did it at this
juncture
though.
My chronology
may be off
here, but at some point, we looked up at the
ceiling of that main pit to see the old F survey
high above us in the ceiling channel.
Ugh.
Back up the cable ladder we went.
We couldn't
survey the bottom of the pit without
tying the
stations together!
At the top, Rick climbed
around the pit
along on a slightly
sloping
ledge.
I followed,
very carefully.
The passage continues
as the P
survey from there, but the F survey starts in a
three foot ceiling channel with no floor except
for some ledge protrusions
that make it traversable.
My first instrument
reading was from a
comfortable
spot, but the next ... not so much.
Rick said it would be okay if I didn't want to do
it, but it wasn't that I didn't want to. It scared
me, but I considered
it a doable challenge.
And
because that's part of the allure caving has for
me, its challenges,
that meant I had to try. I
moved into position,
securely
wedging
myself in
the small ceiling passage.
Once my butt was in
place, I knew I wasn't
going to slip, but it was
impossible
not to be aware of the chasm in front
of and below me. I didn't
feel true relief until I
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snowplows
directly precluded
vehicular access.
Thus the hike was about 2 miles longer than the
normal hike. The trail had significant
patches of
hard snow, but like the snow on the road, it didn't require snowshoes.
There were some hollow
spots to watch out for (the Ecology Area was
rather like a crevassed
glacier).
Marek expects
that they found most of the pits and crevasses,
so they should be fairly easy to avoid on future
trips. Hopefully
little or none of this snow will
remain 2 weeks from now, as it had been melting rapidly.
Nine joint-venturers
staffed the expedition.
Fofo Gonzales'
group got the phone and data
system working;
Marek's
group looked at subsurface
bedrock
geology,
and Damian
Grindley's
crew went to check leads, and returned wearing broad smiles. Damian was overheard to remark that the new area was arguably
the prettiest
part of the cave he'd yet visited.
Also, significant
surface time was invested
clearing trails near the cabin of many small
downed trees. The tree resting on the cabin roof
was left for dryer times and chain-saw-equipped
timbering crews, but all shattered shingles were
replaced
along the ridge of the cabin to make it
weather tight once again, and fires in stove and
fireplace
and a warm sunny weekend dried out
the cabin loft.

Tree

Number
I:
The tree that formed the NE corner of the
woodshed
partially
broke off at its base, and it
fell on the cabin. This tree is about 2' or more
in diameter at its base, and the portion of it on
the cabin is about 1.5' - 2' in diameter.
It's certainly not as big as a lot of the trees near the
cabin, but it's still pretty big. As it fell, it
knocked over the woodshed,
compressing
and
shearing
the woodpile
toward the cabin. The
woodshed's
roof now touches
the ground right at
the north base of the cabin, but didn't hit the
cabin. The tree didn't fully uproot, it was more
like it broke off (and not quite completely)
at
ground level. The woodshed
may have provided
some resisting
force, and may have slowed the
fall. (If it turned out that I could say that 'Will
Heltsley's
engineering
saved the cabin', I would
be immensely
gratified!
We may never, know,
though.) [Never one to cut anyone excessive
slack, especially
Will Heltsley,
Tinsley
asserted
that if Heltsley
knew anything
about shear bracing, the shed would have held up the tree and
forestalled
this entire episode.
Regrettably,
Heltsley's
meritorious
rejoinder,
though well
earned, remains unprintable].
The tree rests on the eastern half of the roof,
with its base still partially attached to its roots.
The trunk angles upward from the lower corner

Left: Figure 1. Image looks SSW and shows Tree
#1 from near its base extending
diagonally
across the roof of the cabin. The chimneys for
the fireplace
and wood stove were spared the
indignity
of being swept away. CRF joint venturers repaired
the miraculously
minor roof
damage along the ridge. Fofo Gonzalez
photo.
Right: Figure 2. Image looks east and shows the
flallened
woodshed
near the cabin. The descending
free pushed the shed and subjacent
woodpile
laterally,
lowering
the profile
of both
by 60 percent.
Fofo Gonzalez
photo.
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of the roof (at the N end of the E side of the
root) to the upper corner (at the S end of the E
side of the roof.).
Its weight appears to be almost perfectly
distributed
equally along its
length - in other words, it's perfectly
'on the
plane' of the roof. (See Figure I).
At first, we thought
the tree had hit in this
perfectly
"distributed"
way. Close inspection
showed that it had actually
hit the roof peak
right at the center of the roofline,
and then slid
a short distance
down the plane of the roof. It
stripped
off a few of the special
"ridge"
shingles, and tore the roofing paper underneath
the
cap. It also un-moored
the southernmost
chimney-pipe
tubular support
and pushed it a foot or
so downward,
although
the pipe was OK.
Amazingly,
though, other than the shingles
at the peak, the roof appeared
nearly undamaged!
Even more incredibly,
this
both antennae
and both chimneys!

big tree spared
It's a bit un-

clear what's keeping
the tree from sliding
farther down the roof, though.
It may be a combination of flexural
and torsional
rigidity
from its
partial

attachment

to its base,

the roof, and a small
ridge of the cabin.
Some

loft,

water

appears

but not much.

show

any

Damian's
up most

sign

der the damaged

to have

against

caught
leaked

on the
into

the

The floor

of water

sleeping
of what

limb that's

friction

bag
got

in,

portion

of the loft doesn't
dripping
on it. In fact,
appears to have soaked
because
it was right unof the roof peak. It had

gotten
rather damp and moldy.
There was some
mold on the underside
of the roof, near the
peak, but not a huge amount.
There was some
mold in a few other places around the cabin, but

a little cleaning
up, and a good airing out of the
cabin (with the help of warm sun by day and the
fireplace
and wood stove by night) seems to
have dried it out pretty well.
Not only did this large tree fallon
the cabin,
but also a 15' - 20' section of it, which projected
out beyond the roof, broke off and rolled down
the W side of the roof, landing just in front of
the

stove

wood

table!

to simply

It's quite

drop

down

a substantial

the cabin

piece

roof!

of

And

yet, it seems
to have barreled
down the roof
without
leaving
a scratch.
It's yet another
sight

to behold.
Truly, the cabin is "hard to kill"! Believe
or not, though, the story just gets better ...

it

Principal
Tree Number 2:
A tall white fir, high up on the hillside
to
the SSW of the cabin, had its top half break off
and free-fall
from a great height,
landing just a
few feet to the W of the stove table. It's about 2'
- 3' in diameter.
It hit the "dish-washing
table" (a standard
picnic table) and crushed
it like
a bug; the rest of the tree extended
across the

entire dooryard
of the cabin. Later, the brokenoff piece of tree #1 rolled down the west aspect
of the roof and landed on top of this mess, adding a bit of insult to injury. The ballistic
impact
of tree #2 must have been frightful
to behold.
Anyone

would

who'd

have

n't escape

been

become
harm's

washing

dishes

a grease

spot

at the

if they

time

could-

way.

Other Noteworthv
Tree Action:
A small tree too small to do any damage

fell

on the outhouse.
It was easily
cleared
away.
A number
of other trees fell near the cabin,
making
the trek to acquire
water an even more

arduous
bushwhack
than it has been. A white fir
fell across the path to the outhouse.
Two trees
fell in front of the Meyer entrance.
The fallen
timber
obscures
the entrance
rather well,
but
provides
a mandatory
duck-under
in order to

attain the cave gate. Other debris
front of the Meyer Entrance
gate
downhill

and

across

the

trail

that fell in
was dragged

with

no sawing

quired.
On Friday evening,
Marek described
front "yard" as looking
like a war zone.
hands spent about 3 hours on Saturday
things up. Many wheelbarrow-loads
of
and debris were taken away to the N of
cabin and dumped beyond the woodpile.
used the bow saw and the 6-foot-long,
crosscut

saw

of the fallen
making

(misery

trees

it easier

whip)

to cut

on the W side
to gain

to the

re-

the
All
cleaning
boughs
the
We
2-man

away

chunks

of the cabin,

door.

See

Fig.

3.

By about 2pm-3pm
Saturday,
we were finally ready to go in the cave, and we made three
short

trips as teams
of three persons
per team.
We had to spend a lot of time making
sure
the water system
was operating
well.
It appears

to be in good

shape.

Sediment

seems

to have

-r-1r~

'.lIj'

.

" ::'.~~~:~:.
~:
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plugged the bottom of the dam, and water is
coming over the top of it in healthy quantities.
We submerged
the ball intake, filled the barrels,
and then isolated
them from the system.
We
were able to use direct flow down to the spigots, and got good flow through the G-filter.
At
the end of the trip, [ pulled the ball intake back
out of the poo I, and we drained the line. For
better or worse, [ left the filters and their housings attached
to the water system.
The hike out was routine; snow was continuing to melt. It appeared
that spring has finally
sprung in Redwood
Canyon.
With Marek Cichanski's
expedition
report,
CRF Area Manager
John Tinsley notified
Joel
Despain,
SEKI's
Cave Management
Specialist,
about the cabin and fallen trees including
pho-

tos of the damage chiefly from' Fofo Gonzalez.
Tinsley offered to have CRF folks clear thetree,
provided
that a minimum tool requirement
could
be executed
allowing
use of a chain saw in the
Redwood
Canyon wilderness.
SEKI management
conferred
and determined
that the NPS Hazard
Tree Crew would remove the tree from the cabin
and work to clear the site with CRF's assistance. Pleased to accede to that request,
given
the magnitude
of the undertaking,
we then
worked to select a date.
The Area Manager
and
NPS Forester
conferred
and agreed to remove
the tree on June 10, following
the CRF Memorial Day expedition
and prior to the June 18 expedition,
and perhaps more significantly,
prior
to the visit to the cabin and cave by Chief
Ranger Kevin Hendricks
and his staff on June

Clockwise
from upper left: Figure 4. John Workman makes the initial chainsaw cut atop the cabin.
John Tinsley photo. Figure 5. NPSfire
crew sets a 2xl2 plank as shoring while John Workman and
John Tinsley contemplate
the rigging prior to the cutting the next segment of trunk. Bill Frantz
photo.
Figure 6. Bill Frantz records
one of John Workman's
intermediate
cuts, as he progressively
removed the tree in approximately
24- to 30-inch long segments.
The roof shingles
were never
touched by the saw's chain. Workman is a true artisan in the craft of chainsawing!
John Tinsley
photo.
Figure 7. Marek Cichanski
tends the line that belayed the cutoff segments
of log. After being
cut free from the main trunk, each log segment was slowly lowered to the ground off of the rear eave
of the cabin. John Tinsley photo.
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24. The next 6 weeks loomed large.
Memorial
Day weekend
presented
gorgeous
weather,
and Bill Frantz led 8 joint venturers
and three NPS staff to Redwood
Canyon. A sizable effort went into continuing
clearing
of the
trail to Big Spring and to repairing
and maintaining the water system. The in-cave work was
spearheaded
by Joel Despain and Brad Hacker
who checked
quadrangle
sketches
for accuracy
and continued
surveying
any remaining
leads

until all remaining

question

marks on the map

were replaced
by passages
that connected
back
to known areas or the passages became too tight
to penetrate.
Bill Frantz also led a Sunday trip
to orient new NPS staff to parts of the cave, and
also hauled water and did minor restoration
in
the Canopy area. Attention
also turned towards
planning
for the tree removal coming up quickly
on June 10.
The CRF folks who hiked in on June 9 to
prepare the site for the NPS Hazard Tree Crew
were John Tinsley,
Bill Frantz,
Marek Cichanski, and Joke Vansweevelt.
Static line specifically for this purpose
was packed in by the

CRF.

The cabin

was attained

and minor trail clearing

with

activities

little

sweat,

continued

that

evening.
As CRF was assisting
the NPS with the
tree removal,
we signed up as NPS VIPs, using
forms supplied
by NPS summer intern Mary
Hicks, who was working
with Joel and Ben
Tobin for part of the summer.
John Workman
led the Hazard Tree Crew, which consisted
of 6
members
of the fire crew who were preparing
the ground for the prescribed
fire on the east
face of Redwood
Mountain,
and two members
of
the NPS trail crew, who had already
been busy
clearing
the trails elsewhere
in Redwood
Canyon the past several days. The tree crew arrived
bearing all manner of implements
of timbering
tackle. They soon unloaded
and took a water
break. Workman
and Tinsley
compared
notes,
and discovered
they'd
independently
reached
the same conclusion
as to how to do the job. So
the CRF folks started
rigging the requisite
belay
lines.
CRF had added shoring
to the cabin tree
near its midpoint
back in May to forestall
further descent down the roof while we awaited the

Figure 8. The crew poses while Joke Vansweevelt snaps on "after" picture.
Tinsley regrets not having a complete roster of names, but the extremely hard-working crew lVas packing out shortly after 3
PM with the mission accomplished. John Tinsley photo.
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chain saws. Once the small snag holding the upper portion of the trunk across the ridge was
cut, the tree became springier,
so the NPS crew
added some additional
shoring (Figure 4).
The plan worked beautifully
and essentially
without
flaw. Three belay lines, one line to the
sawyer (Workman),
a second belay line to the
segment
being cut, plus a third belay line to the
main trunk of the tree to help to stabilize
it and
take some of the "boing"
out of it was just the
approach
needed.
All belay lines went across
the

cabin's

ridgeline

to trees

elsewhere

in the

front yard and were manned there by Joke and
Marek. John Tinsley
and then Bill Frantz assisted John Workman
aloft. The high points of
the drama are captured
in the photos.
In Figure 5, the wood chips fly as John
Workman
made his initial cut. This cut was
tricky, because the main trunk initially
extended
across to the belayer's
side of the roof's ridge.
Thus the segment
had to be cut, caught, heaved
back on the east side of the cabin and then lowered to the ground.
As the work progressed,
became
shorter
and shorter

the remaining
while
the roof

tree
began

looking
more like a roof again. The midpoint
in
the work is captured
in Figure 6.
The three-belay
setting is shown in Figure 7.
Marek

Cichanski

tends

the

Mammoth

line

used

to belay

cut-off segments
from the roof to the ground.
By the time that the third segment
was cut and
lowered,
everyone
on the ground as well as
those aloft had achieved
true mastery of the
craft, and worked as if they'd been on the job
for weeks instead of minutes.
The work went quickly;
the main tree was
removed
by about 1330 hours. The second chain
saw then was fired up, and the crew quickly cut
and bucked up the numerous
rounds obtained
in
result of clearing
the area around the cabin of
all the fallen timber. By 1500 hours, the Hazard
Tree Crew posed for the group photo in Figure
8, then they hiked out of the canyon. They work
a ten-hour,
four-day
week,
and it was important
to their supervisor
that they get this job done
and exit Redwood
Canyon without
incurring
overtime.

Mission

was

accomplished!

The rest of the day and half the day on the
11'" of June, the remaining
CRF folks turned to
cleaning
up the smaller slash left behind after
the

heavy

climbed
sweep

sawing

was

done.

Joke

to the roof and wielded
away

the

impressive

Vansweevelt

a broom

vo lurne

to

of sawdust

and wood chips left by Workman's
chain saw.
Then the CRF folks also hiked out, leaving the
cabin ship-shape
for the next expedition
on June
19-20 and the Ranger Tour slated for June 24.

the

Cave: Fourth of July Expedition, July 2-11, 2010
By: Dave West

Expedition

Leaders:

At the 2010

Dave

week

long

West & John

DeLong.

Independence

Day

expedition,
forty seven
participants
showed
up
at various
times
investing
over 2100 project
hours.
Some of these were again park interns,
whose
presences
is always
appreciated.
3,211

feet of new survey
feet

of resurvey

Delong

good

tag

was accomplished,

as well.

teamed

Dave

as Expedition

and 5,590

West

and John

Leaders,

and a

time was had by all.

During
the week,
six parties
went to Colossal Cave.
Three worked
on the C survey
area
above
the Gypsum
Mine,
two worked
on leads

off of the M survey between
the Gypsum Mine
and Jones Shaft, and the last attempted
to reach
a high lead in the Bird Chamber.
Much of this
was

new

survey.

Work

remains

in all three

ar-

eas.

One survey party worked in Crystal Cave,
putting 21 stations
of resurvey
in Fishhook

Crawl,
and another
party
on formation
restoration.

continued
their work
Three parties
worked

in Great Onyx Cave.
One went to evaluate
some
springs
identified
during
a high water event
in

May to determine
if there was passable
be had. Unfortunately,
none was found.

cave to
After a

surface survey, the party continued
into the
cave to check the water level in the drain at the
end of Cox Avenue. They stopped to look at the
connection
party

of Cox

member

to the

decided

Staircase

to try the

Crawl,
squeeze

and a
on for

size. Finding it tighter than expected,
she spent
a great deal more time there than intended,
but
was finally able to extricate
herself with a little
assistance
and guidance.
The squeeze will since
be known

as "Brandi

on the

Rocks."

to the Stairway

A second

party

returned

from
tinue

the location
of the former
stairway,
to conthe replacement
of the T survey.
The third

party

took

Archeron.
also

entering

photos.

Eleven
parties
worked
One continued
exploration
which

Crawl,

Two worked
tied

in Mammoth
and survey

Cave.
in River

in the Labyrinth,

in a hanging

survey

one of

in Cyclops

Gateway.
Another
party went to the area of Stevenson/Opossum
to pick off leads but found it
flooded.
In Cocklebur,
three parties resurveyed
the old S survey through the Music Hall to OPS
Jet. to S 149. Two parties
worked
on leads in
Fort's,
Gault's
and Gallows
Ways.
and another
two worked
at resolving
closure
Lower
Kentucky
A venue.

problems

in
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One party worked in Proctor
Cave, in the XLoop area. Five parties went to Salts Cave. One
continued
the replacement
of the E survey in
East Salts. Another
went to Tom Wilson's
Accident to relocate
a reported
archeo passage to
flag it for future assessment.
They accomplished
some survey, but were inconclusive
if they had
found the right place.
Two parties completed
the res ketch of Quarter
Mile Crouchway,
and
the remaining
party worked on the resurvey
of
the old N at the bottom of the Corkscrew.
A party of five went to Unknown
Cave to
camp for four days, visited in the midst of their
camp by another
party that brought a current
weather
report and then pitched
in to help survey for the day. The campers
had gotten pretty
slimed their first day near the Loose and Tight
Tubes. Subsequently
most work after that was
accomplished
in the area of Albright
Junction.
Another
party returned
to continue
work in Albright Junction
a couple days later.
A tag team of volunteers
assisted
with
kitchen duties,
including
(but not limited to)
Scott House, Matt Gaska, Elizabeth
Miller, Bill
Steele, Diana Tomchick,
Mike Freeman,
Pat
Kambesis,
and Tom Brucker.
Non-caving
participants
that helped out
around camp included
Bonnie DeLong,
Kat
McCain,
and Jim Greer.
We would like to extend our sincere appreciation
to all that attended.
Everyone
pitched
in and made it work.
Trip participants
included:
July 3: Colossal
C Survey
- Tim Green,
Matt Mezydlo,
Karen
Willmes,
John Delong;
Great Onyx
Springs
- Bob
Lodge,
Brandi
Zinn,
Roger
Brucker,
Lynn Brucker,
Ed
Klausner,
Roger
McClure,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Pat Kambesis; Salts
E survey
- Bill Koerschner,
Tony Groves,
Derek Bristol;
Mammoth
River Archeron
. Rick Olson,

Bill Steele,
Diana Tomchick;
(713-717)
Unknown
campers
- Mike Freeman,
Mark Andrich,
Josh Hafner,
Kayla New,
Paul McMullen.
July 4: Salts Tom Wilson's
Accident
- Mick Sutton,
Sue
Hagan,
Roger
Brucker,
Tim Green;
Crystal
Fishhook
Crawl.
Matt Mezydlo,
Derek
Bristol,
Mallory
Mayeux;
Mammoth
Labyrinth
- Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Brandi
Zinn,
Karen Wi limes;
Colossal
Bird Room - Dave
West,
Bill Steele,
Diana
Tomchick.
July 5: Mammoth
Stevenson/Opossum
- Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Brandi
Zinn;
Unknown
weather
report
John DeLong,
Bill Steele,
Diana
Tomchick;
Salts Quarter
Mile Crouchway
. Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan,
Mallory
Mayeux;
Colossal
C Survey
- Dave West,
Karen
Willmes,
Derek Bristol;
Great Onyx photo
- Bob Lodge,
Brandi
Zinn, Andrew
Wilkinson,
Fred Wilkinson,
Lori Nichols.
July 6; Mammoth
Cocklebur
- Lynn Brucker,
Matt Gaska,
Shannon
Mathey,
Brandi
Zinn;
Proctor
X-Loop
- John
DeLong,
Lori Nichols,
Jeremy
Reedy;
Mammoth
Forts,
Gaults
and Gallows
(1) - Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Mallroy
Mayeux,
(2) . Rick Olson,
Fred Wilkinson,
Andrew Wilkinson,
Jacob
Bolton.
July 7: Salts Corkscrew
- Mick Sutton,
Fred Wilkinson,
Andrew
Wilkinson;
Mammoth
Lower
Kentucky
Ave .•
Scott House,
Sue Hagan,
Lori Nichols;
Mammoth
Labyrinth - Dave West,
Karen Willmes,
Shannon
Mathey,
Alex
Siefert.
July 8: Mammoth
Cocklebur
- Mati Goska,
Fred Wilkinson, Andrew
Wilkinson,
John Donahue;
Salts Quarter
Mile Crouch way • Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan,
Lori Nichols;
Mammoth
Lower
Kentucky
Ave. - Roger
Brucker,
Lynn
Brucker,
Alex Siefert,
Shannon
Mathey_
July 9: Mammoth
Cocklebur
- Dave West,
Karen
Willmes,
John Donahue,
Paul McMullen;
Great Onyx Stairway
Crawl
- Tom Brucker,
Kayla New, Laura
Lexander,
Shannon Mathey;
Unknown
Albright
Junction
- John DeLong,
Chad McCain,
Nathan
Brucker.
July 10: Colossal
M survey
(1).
Tom Brucker,
Nathan
Brucker,
Sam Stcerman,
(2) Rick Olson,
Laura Lexander,
Matt Giljahn;
Colossal
C Survey
- John DeLong,
Shannon
Mathey,
Tomoya
Lamberson;
Crystal
Restoration
- Val
Jlildreth-Werker,
Jim Werker.

Mammoth Cave: Fourth of July Expedition, July 8-11, 2010
By: Laura Lexauder
The following
report on the Fourth of July expedition was originally
published
in The Windy
City Speleonews,
September
20 I 0, with permission from CRF--ed.
I spoiled myself this spring, where Mammoth Cave is concerned.
In March I took my
daughter
there to play "tourist",
visiting
the
cave and a few friends
in the area.
We went on
three tours in three caves: The New Entrance
Tour at Mammoth,
the Diamond
Caverns
tour,
and the Cub Run Cave tour.
In April I flew
down for the CRF expedition
by myself.
In May
I traveled
with Matt Gaska and my daughter
for
the CRF Memorial
Day expedition.
And in July
I drove by myself for the latter part of the
Fourth of July expedition.
It was incredibly
hard to walk away from
Hamilton
Valley to my car to head home on

Sunday July 1 I <h. I'd been down four times
since the beginning
of the year, whereas
typically I only attend three or so expeditions
a
year.
Knowing
that I probably
won't return
again until October,
I stopped
several times to
soak in the view of the bunks, main building,
and surrounding
area.
I'd already said my good
-byes to the people still lingering
(and cleaning).
I even placed my hand on the wall of one
of the bunk houses,
burning to memory the feeling of its roughness
against
my palm.
Very
soon, I knew I'd be transported
four hundred
miles away.
While the drive takes me about 7 Y,
hours I always get that, "but I was just there"
feeling
in the pit of my stomach
when I'm sitting on the sofa at home, or walking
up the
stairwell
at work.
It's a strange,
melancholy
feeling that I can only alleviate
by writing/
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had clambered
all the way back across the sloping ledge to where the cable ladder was rigged.
We opted to continue
the survey at the bottom of the main pit because
it was virgin and
because that ceiling channel probably
wasn't the
best for learning
survey, which is what Matt
was doing for the very first time!
So, back
down the cable ladder we went for the third and
final time.
Matt was setting stations so he went
through
the short crawl first, where at the end
there is a ledge about four feet below, and the
floor of the pit only another
eight or so feet below that (if my memory is accurate,
and I'm not
very good at estimating
distances).
The ledge
curves around the pit to another narrow passage
we believe connects to one of the ones I saw on
my first climb down.
On the wall opposite
where we entered this pit/room there were good
ho Ids that Rick used to get down to the floor.
Once Matt had maneuvered
over to where the
narrow passage goes off, I climbed onto the
ledge.
The survey above had left me feeling
slightly unnerved so I had a difficult
time traversing the ledge.
Eventually,
what helped me
succeed was Matt holding
the rope taught so I
was between it and the wall. After setting the
station,
Matt climbed down to the floor.
Rick
entered the pit/room after us and once he made
it (easily)
over to my perch, we exchanged
places so he could sketch and I could climb

down after Matt to take the back shot.
I briefly
wondered
if I'd be able to climb back up at all!
Matt explored
the far end of the pit/room
where
a narrow canyon takes off. He managed to wiggle through,
helmet-less
and believes
it continues, albeit uncomfortable
for anyone not Shan-

non-size.
We heard voices

as we were finishing

up our

survey.
I needed a butt boost to reach the holds
to climb out of that pit, but from there it wasn't
so bad getting out to the main pit, where Rick
climbed up first.
Then Matt and I were thrown
the belay line where we struggled
to retie the
figure eight knot ... I think we made it more difficu It than it needed to be and after strugg ling
and laughing,
we gave up and had someone
up
top tie it for us. I practiced
that dang knot
when I got home so now I shouldn't
forget it
again!
Before that day, the only knot I knew
was the granny so even though the figure eight
is a simple one, I was happy to add it to my
meager

repertoire.

The six of us enjoyed an uneventful
trek
back out of the cave and through the woods.
Near the gate I paused for a few minutes, waiting for Tom and Rick, procrastinating
exiting
the cave.
Except for being late, why hurry? I
realize now that before I said goodbye
to the
cave itself that night, and to my friends the next
day, I started looking forward-to my next trip to
Mammoth Cave.

Left: Laura Lexander
in Bedqui/t
Cave.
by Matt Giljhan.
Right:
Laura Lexander
Great Onyx Cave.
Photo by Kayla New.

Photo
in
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Mammoth Cave: Black Water Kayaking
By: Elizabeth Winkler
Over the last year in Mammoth
Cave, survey
has been enhanced
by the use of portable
boats
and kayaks in Echo River and Roaring River.
Two trips were made last year to resurvey
Echo
River and set up some research
for the Mammoth Cave office of Science and Resource
Management
in Echo and Roaring rivers. On the
first, The Toomey Regatta
I, we had a limited
number of watercraft,
so we had cavers in wetsuits in the water (Eli Winkler,
Rick Olson,
Mike Patton) guiding
the boats with the sketchers (Pat Kambesis
and Jeff Bartlett)
and supporting the instrument
readers (Rick Toomey
and Jarod Sickles)
as well. You can imagine
how hard it is too keep yourself
in one place to
take a compass
shot while floating!
About half
of the crew ended up too cold to finish the survey. A couple of months later, the Toomey Regatta II set out with enough new inflatable
kayaks to keep everyone
out of the water. Captain
Toomey also provided
a fish finder for the trip
which was floated across the cross section shots
to give us water depths and a new understanding
of the floor of the river.
This year, we have been working
in Roaring
River as well, when surface
river water levels
are low enough,
supporting
the park's Cave
Aquatic
Ecosystem
monitoring
program.
On the
first trip Olson, Toomey,
Winkler and Charles

Rick Toomey and Eli Winkler in Roaring

River.

Fox followed
the river until it surnped and explored side leads as well for vadose inputs
where the park can monitor
possible
intrusion
of
salt from the road above the cave. We also recovered
and re-Iabeled
a monitoring
station
for
the park biologists.
One lead got so low that we
were lying flat in the kayaks for quite a while
and pushing
downstream
using the ceiling
for
propulsion.
Aside from the work, we discovered
that the acoustics
in Roaring River are actually
much better than Echo River. This was tested by
too many versions
of Harry Belafonte's
Day-a.
On a second trip, we collected
water samples
for the park from several
vadose infeeders
for
test ing.
As fun as black water kayaking
sounds, there
are issues. First, even with the wetsuits,
it gets
quite cold because
you are not always in the
kayaks.
Some of the passages
do require that
you get into the water or mud to reach where
you need to be. There are occasional
portages
where you have to get out and carry the kayaks.
In addition,
you get to carry the kayaks,
a couple of layers of wetsuits,
cave gear, paddles,
food and water thru a couple of miles of cave
passage before you reach the water. On the way
out, the packs are made heavier
by all of the
water weight in the crafts and wetsuits.

Photo by Rick Olson.
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2011 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited.
leader may prevent you trom attending the expedition as the trip may be full.
Eastern Operations - Mammoth Cave Schedule
Presidents' Day, February 18-21. Spike Crew and Mike Freeman,

cavespyque@gmail.com
81. Patrick's

or mikef@updatesystemsinc.com.

Day, March 18-20. John Lovaas and Dawn Ryan,

jlovaas@mc,net or dwnJyan41@yahoo.com.
April, April 15-17. Bob Lodge, lodge54@gmail.com,
Memorial Day, May 27-30. John DeLong,
johnrdelong@yahoo.com.
Independence Day, July 1-10. Dave West and John Delong,
270@bellatlantic.nct or johnrdelong@yahoo.com.
and Jan Hemberger, pjdiblasi@gmail.com.
August, August 5-7. Roger and Lynn Brucker,
roger.brucker@sbcglobal.nct
or lynn.brucker@sbcglobal.net.
Labor Day, September 2-5. Bob Osburn,
osburn@levee.wustl.edu.
Columbus Day, October 7-10. TBA.
National Expedition - Thanksgiving, November 20-27. TBA.
New Year's, December 30,2011 - January 2,2012. Charles Fox,
char Ies. d. fox@sbcgloba1.net.
All Eastern Operations CRF members who have not attended an
expedition safety orientation must do so before participating in
expedition activities. The safety orientation is scheduled at the
beginning of each expedition after the morning meeting. Those
who have attended a safety orientation are not required to participate in another. New members should arrange to be at the expedition early enough to attend the orientation. Those who do not
attend will not be allowed to participate in expedition activities.
Contact expedition leader for more details on the orientation.
Cumberland Gap National Historical Park
Expeditions for Cumberland Gap National Historical Park are the
last full weekend of each month except December. Contact: Mike
Crockett, mikecrockett@hotmail.com.
Ozarks
Contacts: Scott House, scott_ house@scmo.net.
Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan, sue&mick@maiLtigernet.gen.mo.us.
California - Lava Beds
Before participating on any of these expeditions, we would prefer
you contact the Operations Area Managers, Pat Helton and Bruce
Rogers, at least two weeks before the expedition:
PatAndilruce@heltonweb.com;
(510) 301-2003.
Please do not just show up as there may be limits on the number of
participants we can accommodate.
California - Lilburn
Some basic rules of engagement for California expeditions: Contact the expedition preferably two weeks ahead of time; please

ADDRESS CORRECTIONS
If you have changed phone number (i.e" area
code split), e-mail address, or have moved, please
send your information to:
Phil DiBlasi

PO Box 126
Louisville, KY 40201-0126
pjdiblasi@gmail.com

Failure to contact the

don't spontaneously show up. We have to deal with head count
limits, particularly on our Lilburn trips, so we need to know \\'ho is
planning to attend.
Lilburn, February 19-21. Fofo Gonzlez, 831-776-5385,
gonzaI42@msu.edu.
Clough Cave Gating, March 25,28. Martin Haye and Joel Despain, martin.haye@gmail.com.
Lilburn, May 7-8. Fofo Gonzlez, 831-776-5385,
gonza 142@msu.cdu.
Lilburo, May 28-30. l3ill Frantz, 408-356-8506,
bill@frantzfamily.us.
Lilburn, June 11-12. Marek Cichanski, 650-320-9012,
marek.cichanski@gmail.com.
Lilburn, July 2-4. John Tinsley, 650-329-4928 or 650-799-5156,
jtinsley@usgs.gov.
Lilburn, August 5-7. Mark Scott and Elaine Garvey. 415-8122767, mark@deepbrews.com or egarvey@gmail.com.
Mineral King, August 19-21. Mark Scott and Elaine Garvey,
415-812-2767, mark@decpbrcws.com or egarvey@gmail.com.
i\'lineral King, September 3-5. Paul Nelson, 909-225-2852,
california _ caver@yahoo.com.
Lilburn, September 10-11. Marek Ciehanski, 650-320-9012,
marek.cichanski@gmail.com.
!\Iiueral Kiog, September 24-25. Joel Despain, 559-565-3717,
joe1_ despain@nps.gov.
Lilburn, October 8-9. Elaine Garvey, 858-922-0360,
egarvey@gmail.com.
Clough Cave Restoration, October 22-23. Joel Despain, 559565-3717, joel_despain@nps,gov.
Mineral King, October 29-30. Mark Scott and Elaine Garvey,
415-812-2767, mark@deepbrews.com or egarvey@gmai1.com.
Lilburu, November 12-13, Fofo Gonzlez, 831-776-5385,
gonzaI42@msu.edu.
Lilburo, November 20-21. John Tinsley, 650-799-5156 or 550243-0732, jtinsley@usgs.gov or howard.hurtt@gmail.com.
Paradise Karst, December 3-4. Joel Despain, 559-565-3717,
joel_ dcspain@nps.gov.
HSS/CRF Hawai'j Caving - Big Island
Contact Pat Kambesis, 309-762-3860,
pnkambesis@juno.com.
Carlsbad Caverns
Contact for all expeditions:
Barbe Barker, barbebarkcr@grnail.com.

THE CRF WEBSITE
www.cave-research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user
id and password for the members-only section
of the site,
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